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1. Introduction

A functionf is said to be analmost periodic polynomialif it can be expressed in
the form

f(x) =
m∑
j=1

cj e
iλj x with cj ∈C and λj ∈R. (1.1)

The set of all almost periodic polynomials forms an algebraAPP . The closure of
APP under the uniform norm‖f ‖ = supx∈R|f(x)| gives the algebraAP of almost
periodic functions. In other words,AP is theC∗-subalgebra ofL∞(R) generated
by all functionseλ(x) = eiλx, λ∈R.

Themean valueof an almost periodic function is defined as

M (f ) = lim
t→∞

1

2t

∫ t

−t
f (x) dx,

and theFourier coefficientM λ(f ) := M (e−λf ). (These definitions are standard;
see [4] and [14].) Of course,M (f ) = M 0(f ). For f ∈ APP written in the form
(1.1),M λj (f ) = cj .

TheFourier spectrumof f, denoted�(f ), is defined as{ λ∈R : M λ(f ) 6= 0 }.
We useAP+ (resp.AP−) to denote the subalgebra consisting of allf ∈ AP

such that�(f ) ⊂ [0,∞) (resp.(−∞,0]). A matrix function is said to be inAP
or inAP± if all of its entries are. We say that ann× n matrixAP functionG is
AP -factorableif it can be represented as a product

G(x) = G+(x)3(x)G−(x), (1.2)

where(G+)±1 ∈ AP+, (G−)±1 ∈ AP−, and3 = diag[eλ1, . . . , eλn ], λj ∈ R.
Factorization (1.2) was introduced in [10]. It was also observed there that, ifG

is periodic with a periodT, then a simple change of variablet = eixT/2π reduces
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